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CHURCHILL DOWNS, FALL 2016 MEET 
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RACE ONE: 
The Tiznow colt BIG KICK scored a daylight win in what is turning out to be 
a live open $10K claiming heat at Keeneland in his last outing, as runner-
up Snickerboxer and fifth-place finisher Copus both came back to win their 
next starts out of that race. Bay gelding hasn’t missed the trifecta since 
being claimed by the Amoss outfit, and he has retained sharp form while 
moving up in class. Sports a reliable closing kick; choice. BOB’S GONE 
WILD was a one-paced second in his last appearance at this class level two 
starts back, however his chances may have been compromised by a sloppy, 
sealed racetrack. He returns to the main track in this spot off a solid third-
place effort in Indiana, though the winner of that race—Bourbon N Lime 
was last, beaten 26 lengths, facing $20K starter allowance company on 
yesterday’s card; turf-to-dirt angle is playable. The veteran campaigner 
VOODOO STORM has earned nearly a half-million dollars the hard way and 
he likes to win, having done so in forty percent of his starts this year. On 
the down side, he has ben beating up on lesser adversaries and was 
unplaced in his only prior start going nine furlongs on dirt. Zero-for-five 
lifetime record in Louisville is a bit of a concern; minor award candidate. 
NATIONAL DEFENSE is one of three entrants in the field (BIG KICK and 
BOB’S GONE WILD are the others) with a prior win on the main track going 
a mile and an eighth, and he has finished in the money in nine of his past 
10 starts. He was an honest third in Louisville facing similar company two 
starts back; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-4-5 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
SHUT THE GATE has been first or second in sixty percent of her races this 
year, and will make her first start since being re-claimed by trainer Chris 
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Hartman in this spot. Consistent mare has been hammered at the windows 
in her past three races, but her form has been sharp, as she is a half-length 
and change off winning her past four starts. She beat a tougher crew by 
open lengths when last seen in Louisville; major player. PURE LEGACY 
loves Churchill Downs, having won four-of-five starts lifetime in Louisville, 
and she has had a solid 2016 winning three-of-10 races. Her recent form 
against slightly lesser stock has been inconsistent, but she can’t be 
dismissed based on her affinity for the local environs; threat under Ouzts. 
The gray/roan filly LA CREMA ROUGE has been first or second in her past 
four starts on the main track and is coming off a game wire-to-wire score in 
Chicago in the slop facing lesser rivals. Daughter of Dunkirk has a versatile 
running style on dirt, which will serve her well here; contender. 
RULELIKECLEOPATRA is a consistent mare that has placed in 17-of-29 
lifetime starts, and she probably needed her last start off a near four-
month layoff. A repeat of her third-place effort two-back at Indiana Grand 
facing open $16K types makes her a contender in this affair; tighter this 
time. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-6-5 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
GOING STRONG has had a tough two beats at this class level since entering 
Andrew McKeever’s outfit, but he finished well over a racetrack that 
stymied closers in his last outing facing an equally soft crew of conditioned 
$30K maiden claiming types at Keeneland. The blinkers come off today, he 
has a money finish in the past without the hood and there are no world-
beaters in here; gets the job done this afternoon. GIANT TRICK hasn’t had 
his picture taken in a while, but he usually runs his race to earn a 
paycheck, having won one-of-14 starts this year but having finished in the 
money in nine of those efforts. He has been second in his past two outings 
under the Twin Spires and just missed the win two starts back facing 
comparable company; threat. PAT’S SHOES ran like he needed his last 
start off the layoff, and he has been first or second in six-of-seven starts 
lifetime on the main track at Churchill. He was second at 7-1 hooking 
similar company when last seen in Louisville; tighter this time. PERFECT 
SAINT drops back in for a tag after being haltered for $30K two starts 
back, where he finished with a flourish vs. tougher rivals on the grass at 
Kentucky Downs. His main track form is suspect at best; tab for a minor 
award.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-1-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The Tapit gelding SEAT OF HONOR gave a good account of himself in his 
first start on the Kentucky circuit, as he was eight-wide at the quarter-pole 
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(not the place to be) and rallied to be a good second over a speed-favoring 
strip in Lexington facing maiden allowance stock. That was the gray’s first 
start of a lengthy layoff, and he’s bred to love the added distance. He 
should be more in touch with the early pace on the stretch out and will be 
tighter this time; choice. I’m thinking 6-5 morning line favorite 
DANEBURY will be relegated to a stalking trip, as there are a couple of 
other rivals to his inside that appear to have a quicker early lick than this 
fellow. $230K Saratoga summer yearling purchase has improved in each 
start off the shelf for trainer Eddie Kenneally, who is enjoying a good meet. 
New York-bred son of Super Saver was only beaten a length in his first 
start around two-turns and outside of state bred company. Like the turn 
back to a one-turn mile; contender. TIZ A CURVE overcame a poor start to 
finish fifth of 11, beaten five lengths and change, in his first start off a near 
year layoff going shorter over a wet-fast track. He’s bred to relish the extra 
quarter mile of distance in this spot and will certainly be tighter making 
his second start off the shelf. He’s 8-1 on the morning line; has the looks of 
an overlay. MY EMINENCE’s lone money finish from five prior starts came 
at this one-mile trip on the main track at Churchill back ion the summer. 
He comes into the race fresh, but loves to finish fourth; best effort yields a 
minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-5-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
At a deserved 8-5 on the morning line, the bay colt DECEMBER SEVEN 
appears to have this field of seven other colts and geldings over the 
proverbial barrel. Street Sense colt won his only start that he didn’t blow 
the break by an easy six lengths when stretching out around two-turns for 
the first time at Churchill back in September. Sophomore colt obviously 
has some ability, evidenced by his solid efforts despite his gate debacles. He 
acts like he’ll love the extra sixteenth of a mile; moves through first-tier 
allowance condition today. OUR TRACK seems to fire every time in the 
stretch drive, evidenced by his six-for-nine lifetime in the money record. It 
took him a while to get the maiden win and he tries winners for the first 
time in this spot, but he has been training forwardly since his last race and 
it’s hard to knock his consistency; comes running for a share of the purse 
money. FLASH TRADING has lacked a winning move from off the pace in 
his past three starts trying “a other than” allowance company, and the top 
choice was running by him late in his last start at Keeneland. He has a 
penchant for minor awards; useful in exotics. OATFIELD has experience 
with this mile and three-sixteenth trip on the grass and won his lone start 
over a “fast” dirt strip at Ellis Park this summer. Candy Ride (Arg) colt has 
yet to run a poor race and will likely be overlaid odds; don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-4-5  
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RACE SIX: 
With a couple of scratches in the body of the race, COAX drew into this 
affair and looks formidable. Daughter of Blame’s best effort to date was in a 
sprint race on the dirt, and she’ll appreciate the turn back in distance and 
surface change in this spot. Class drop + turf-to-dirt + route-to-sprint = 
choice.  MORGAN RUBIES drops in class and returns to the races off a four 
and half month layoff in this spot but has been training forwardly locally 
during her down time. Chestnut miss acts as if six furlongs will hit her 
right between the eyes but may be a start away from her best effort; likely 
for part, taking a stand against for top honors. SUPER WONDERFUL 
demonstrated minor improvement when dropping in for a tag in her most 
recent start at Keeneland, and she should be tighter in this spot making 
her second start off an extended layoff. She has an experience edge over 
several entrants; comes running for a minor award. PRINCESS GIAVANNA 
finished fifth of nine, beaten seven lengths for all the money, in her career 
debut at Keeneland for a $30K tag. Gets wheeled back off two weeks rest; 
improvement expected. 
 
SELECTIONS: 13 (also-eligible)-6-10-3 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
CUDDLE KITTEN was a good fourth in her turf debut at Keeneland in her 
last start, where she stalked the pace, got shuffled back and came again to 
finish a diminishing length and three-quarters off the win. Well-bred 
daughter of Kitten’s Joy should get a ground-saving trip on the hedge; 
further improvement expected. MARINA’S LEGACY is an improving 
juvenile filly that is bred top and bottom to love the grass and will love 
stretching back out around two turns in this spot. Chestnut miss is a 
savory 8-1 on the morning line and attracts the services of Florent Geroux; 
has the looks of an overlay. SUSAY SIXINTHECITY ran a big race at 25-1 
over a “good” turf course in Lexington and demonstrated marked 
improvement when stretching out in distance in her second career start. 
Should get a good trip stalking the pace from the four-hole under Gilligan; 
contender. PERFECT PASSION broke running from the one-hole and was 
rank when stretching out in her last start at Keeneland, where she had 
little to offer in the stretch drive. There’s not many front-runners in this 
heat on paper, but new rider Leparoux will have to get her to relax a bit 
more the opening quarter if she’s going to be a factor; hangs on for part 
with a top try. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
With the scratches of CRACK ON and DUPREE, the speedy LENSTAR 
should have things his own way on the front-end in this six-furlong sprint 
and will be tough to run down. I like the slight turn back in distance for this 
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$130K son of Shackleford, and he figures to be sharp from the opening bell 
wearing blinkers for the first time. He gets in light with the 10-pound bug 
girl Katie Clawson named to ride; gate-to-wire candidate. WICKED ZAR 
makes his career debut for the Steve Asmussen barn, an outfit that can get 
one to pop at first asking. Bay homebred demands your attention in the 
paddock and post parade; watch the tote board. BEACHTOWN BENNY 
stalked an honest pace from the 11-hole in his career debut and was 
bankrupt in the stretch, but he now owns an experience edge over a 
majority of this field. He gets a wide post draw again but can hit the board 
in this spot with any improvement; useful in exotic wagers. The homebred 
PHI BETA EXPRESS has a sharp local work tab but gets an unfortunate 
wide post draw for his career debut; another that is worth a look in the 
paddock. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-11-12 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
SPEIGHTSSONG was dead-game in his last start off the claim, where he 
was beaten a dirty neck by the hard-knocking Lewys Vaporizer in a tough 
open $50K sprint at Keeneland that went in 1:10 2/5. He’s stakes-placed 
sprinting on the main track this year and has been razor-sharp since 
returning from a brief layoff back in September; choice. TWIRLING 
CINNAMON is capable of a winning effort off the sidelines and his form 
sprinting outside of stakes company is salty for the high-percentage Brad 
Cox outfit. Three-year-old owns a back-class advantage over most of his 
fellow entrants and is 8-1 on the morning line; contender. SQUADRON A 
has been stuck in this condition since last fall and is winless from seven 
prior starts this year, but he generally runs his race to get a piece of the 
pie, evidenced by his four second-place finishes from seven starts this 
year; a must-use in exotic combinations. Chicago invader CREWMAN has 
put forth a pair of game efforts in his past two starts on the Kentucky 
circuit, finishing second in a pair of outings at Keeneland and Kentucky 
Downs at long odds. Bay gelding is probably better on grass, but is versatile 
enough to handle dirt and synthetic as well; don’t overlook. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-8-1 
 
 
RACE TEN—The Commonwealth Turf (G3):  
The lightly-raced War Front colt BONDURANT is cut out to be any kind of 
racehorse and is a perfect three-for-three on the grass around two-turns. 
Love the way he closed into soft fractions and won by open lengths against 
a competitive “two other than” allowance field at Keeneland in his last 
start, and his only off the board efforts on grass have been in heats 
contested over undulating ground at Kentucky Downs. He is a tantalizing 
6-1 on the morning line, has faced older rivals in his past two starts and 
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won his last two outings against three-year-olds; choice at a square price. 
ONE MEAN MAN has won three stakes this year, including the American 
Derby (G3) four starts back, and he owns a prior win over the Matt Winn 
course. Consistent colt’s only poor effort on the lawn came at Keeneland, 
where sand kickback can be an issue; major player. SURGICAL STRIKE is 
bit of a hard-luck colt that is coming off a game effort in a $200K stakes at 
Indiana Grand, and he figures to benefit from the two-month plus 
freshening, as he has danced a lot of dances this year. He’s capable of firing 
fresh, likes a mile and a sixteenth on the weeds and has a money finish 
over the local turf course. He’s 8-1 on the morning line; wouldn’t ignore. 
The consistent SIR DUDLEY DIGGES has finished in the money in nine-of-
11 starts lifetime and won the Queen’s Plate, the first-leg of the Canadian 
Triple Crown, earlier in the year. On the down side, he faltered in his last 
start off the shelf, and his only prior win on turf came against maidens at 
Keeneland back in the spring; has the looks of an underlay at 9-2 on the 
morning line. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-5-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN: 
AFTER HOURS faced tougher maiden claiming stock in his last start at 
Belmont and will be tighter making his second start off the shelf in this 
affair. Consistent bay gelding has placed in five-of-seven starts lifetime and 
ran well in Louisville two starts back facing similar company; choice. 
HELIODORO has paired-up second-place finishes on the Kentucky circuit 
but steps up in class in this spot. He has been the beaten favorite in his past 
two outings; figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
MIDNIGHT’S FANTASY has finished second in four-of-nine starts lifetime 
and figured to need his last start off the shelf. Son of Midnight Lute has a 
money finish locally and the blinkers come off in this spot; tighter this 
time. TWO PUTT is a bit of a mud-lark, as his best races to date have been in 
moisture-laden surfaces, but he does own a money finish locally over a fast 
racetrack. Recent bullet work in :47 2/5 at Keeneland noted; likely for 
part, iffy on the win end. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-12-4 
 
 
 


